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(54) Developing method, and printing machine for executing the developing method

(57) A printing plate developing method includes an
image recording step for recording an image on a printing
plate with an image recorder, an ink key opening degree
setting step for setting opening degrees of ink keys in an
ink feeder such that the larger opening degree is set for
the smaller image percentage in regions, corresponding
to the respective ink keys, on the printing plate having
the image recorded thereon (S31), a preliminary ink feed-
ing step for feeding the ink to the ink rollers (S32), an ink
transfer step for transferring the ink from the ink rollers
to the dampening water rollers (S33), a dampening water
feeding step for feeding the dampening water to the print-
ing plate with the dampening water rollers (S34), an ink
feeding step for feeding the ink to the printing plate with
the ink rollers (S35), and a transfer step for transferring
the ink from the printing plate to printing paper (S36).
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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

[0001] This invention relates to a developing method
and a printing machine for executing this developing
method.

2. Description of the Related Art

[0002] As described in Japanese Unexamined Patent
Publication H9-123387 (1997), for example, a printing
machine has been developed which includes a platemak-
ing mechanism so that the single printing machine per-
forms from a prepress process to a printing process. Such
a printing machine has a developing device mounted
therein.
[0003] As described in Japanese Unexamined Patent
Publications No. 2000-141933 and No. 2005-14294,
printing plates of the type generally called chemicalless
printing plates have been proposed in recent years,
which are developed, without using a developer, by re-
moving non-image areas from the printing plates having
images recorded thereon, using dampening water and
ink. When such chemicalless printing plates are used, a
developing process may be carried out using the damp-
ening water feeders and ink feeders which are intrinsic
parts of a printing machine, without requiring a dedicated
developing device.
[0004] With a printing plate "Agfa Thermolite" manu-
factured by Agfa Co., for example, a dampening water
feed roller is placed in contact with the printing plate to
soften non-image areas with dampening water, and
thereafter an ink roller is placed in contact to remove the
non-image areas.
[0005] A printing machine includes an ink feeder hav-
ing ink rollers for feeding ink to the surface of a printing
plate. The ink feeder has a plurality of ink keys arranged
axially of one of the ink rollers. These ink keys are divided
in the direction of width of printing paper, and arranged
to correspond to a plurality of regions. Each ink key has
an adjustable degree of opening relative to the peripheral
surface of the ink roller.
[0006] In time of printing, the opening of each ink key
is set in proportion to an image percentage of a corre-
sponding region. That is, the larger the image percentage
is, to the greater degree the ink key is opened.
[0007] On the other hand, in time of development, the
opening of each ink key is made the same as that in time
of printing, or all the ink keys are opened to the same
degree. However, it has been found that, depending on
printing conditions (e.g. the type of ink), non-image areas
remain in regions of small image percentage, and it takes
time to remove such areas. Sometimes the developing
process is not performed with sufficient accuracy.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0008] The object of this invention, therefore, is to pro-
vide a developing method and a printing machine capa-
ble of performing a developing process with increased
accuracy when developing printing plates by using damp-
ening water and ink.
[0009] The above object is fulfilled, according to the
present invention, by a printing plate developing method
for removing non-image areas from a printing plate hav-
ing an image recorded thereon, by using a printing ma-
chine having an image recorder for recording the image
on the printing plate, ink rollers for feeding ink to a surface
of the printing plate, and dampening water rollers for feed-
ing dampening water to the surface of the printing plate,
the developing method comprising an image recording
step for recording the image on the printing plate with the
image recorder; an ink key opening degree setting step
for setting opening degrees of ink keys for feeding the
ink to the ink rollers, such that the larger opening degree
is set for the smaller image percentage in regions, cor-
responding to the respective ink keys, on the printing
plate having the image recorded thereon; a preliminary
ink feeding step for feeding the ink to the ink rollers; an
ink transfer step for transferring the ink from the ink rollers
to the dampening water rollers; a dampening water feed-
ing step for feeding the dampening water to the printing
plate with the dampening water rollers to render the non-
image areas on the printing plate easily removable; an
ink feeding step for feeding the ink to the printing plate
with the ink rollers based on the ink key opening degrees
set in the ink key opening degree setting step, to remove
the non-image areas; and a transfer step for transferring
the ink used to remove the non-image areas, from the
printing plate to printing paper.
[0010] With this developing method, a developing
process may be carried out with increased accuracy
when the printing plate is developed by using dampening
water and ink.
[0011] In another aspect of the invention, there is pro-
vided a printing machine having an ink roller for feeding
ink to a surface of a printing plate, ink keys capable of
feeding desired quantities of ink to a plurality of regions
on the ink roller, and a dampening water feeding device
for feeding dampening water to the surface of the printing
plate, the printing machine comprising an input device
for inputting information indicating whether the printing
plate is a first printing plate that permits non-image areas
to be removed therefrom with the ink, or a second printing
plate that prohibits non-image areas from being removed
with the ink; an ink key opening degree setting device for
setting the larger opening degree of the ink keys for the
smaller image percentage of an image recorded on the
printing plate when the printing plate set to the printing
machine is the first printing plate, and setting the larger
opening degree of the ink keys for the larger image per-
centage of the image recorded on the printing plate when
the printing plate set to the printing machine is the second
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printing plate; and a pre-inking operation executing de-
vice for executing a pre-inking operation for feeding the
ink to the printing plate based on an ink quantity set by
the ink key opening degree setting device, while damp-
ening water is fed to the printing plate by the dampening
water feeding device before a printing operation.
[0012] With this printing machine, a developing proc-
ess may be carried out with increased accuracy when a
chemicalless printing plate is used as printing plate.
[0013] Other features and advantages of the invention
will be apparent from the following detailed description
of the embodiments of the invention.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0014] For the purpose of illustrating the invention,
there are shown in the drawings several forms which are
presently preferred, it being understood, however, that
the invention is not limited to the precise arrangement
and instrumentalities shown.

Fig. 1 is a schematic view of a printing machine ac-
cording to this invention;
Fig. 2 is a schematic side view showing a principal
portion of an ink feeder;
Fig. 3 is a plan view showing a principal portion of
the ink feeder;
Fig. 4 is a schematic side view of a dampening water
feeder;
Fig. 5 is a perspective view showing a roller drive
mechanism of the dampening water feeder;
Fig. 6 is a perspective view showing the roller drive
mechanism of the dampening water feeder;
Fig. 7 is a perspective view showing the roller drive
mechanism of the dampening water feeder;
Fig. 8 is a block diagram showing a principal electri-
cal structure of the printing machine.
Fig. 9 is a flow chart of a procedure of executing a
developing method according to this invention;
Fig. 10 is a flow chart of the developing method ac-
cording to this invention;
Fig. 11 is a schematic view showing a developing
operation according to this invention;
Fig. 12 is a schematic view showing the developing
operation according to this invention;
Fig. 13 is a schematic view showing the developing
operation according to this invention;
Fig. 14 is a schematic view showing the developing
operation according to this invention;
Fig. 15A is a graph showing a relationship between
image percentage and opening degree of ink keys;
Fig. 15B is a graph showing a relationship between
image percentage and opening degree of the ink
keys;
Fig. 16A is a graph showing a relationship between
image percentage and opening degree of the ink
keys; and
Fig. 16B is a graph showing a relationship between

image percentage and opening degree of the ink
keys.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

[0015] An embodiment of this invention will be de-
scribed hereinafter with reference to the drawings. The
construction of a printing machine according to this in-
vention will be described first. Fig. 1 is a schematic view
of the printing machine according to this invention.
[0016] This printing machine records images on blank
plates mounted on first and second plate cylinders 11
and 12 in a prepress process, feeds inks to the plates
having the images recorded thereon, and transfers the
inks from the plates through first and second blanket cyl-
inders 13 and 14 to printing paper held on first and second
impression cylinders 15 and 16, thereby printing the im-
ages in four colors on the printing paper.
[0017] The printing machine has the first plate cylinder
11, the second plate cylinder 12, the first blanket cylinder
13 contactable with the first plate cylinder 11, the second
blanket cylinder 14 contactable with the second plate cyl-
inder 12, the first impression cylinder 15 contactable with
the first blanket cylinder 13, and the second impression
cylinder 16 contactable with the second blanket cylinder
14. The printing machine further includes a paper feed
cylinder 17 for transferring printing paper fed from a paper
storage station 31 to the first impression cylinder 15, a
transfer cylinder 18 for transferring the printing paper
from the first impression cylinder 15 to the second im-
pression cylinder 16, a paper discharge cylinder 19 with
chains 23 wound thereon and extending to and wound
on sprockets 22 for discharging printed paper from the
second impression cylinder 16 to a paper discharge sta-
tion 32, and an image pickup station 60 for reading im-
ages and measuring densities of detecting patches print-
ed on the printing paper passing over a suction roller 70.
[0018] Each of the first and second plate cylinders 11
and 12 is what is called a two-segmented cylinder for
holding two printing plates peripherally thereof for printing
in two different colors. The first and second blanket cyl-
inders 13 and 14 have the same diameter as the first and
second plate cylinders 11 and 12, and each has blanket
surfaces for transferring images in two colors.
[0019] The first and second impression cylinders 15
and 16 movable into contact with the first and second
blanket cylinders 13 and 14, respectively, have half the
diameter of the first and second plate cylinders 11 and
12 and the first and second blanket cylinders 13 and 14.
The first and second impression cylinders 15 and 16 have
grippers, not shown, for holding and transporting the for-
ward end of printing paper.
[0020] The paper feed cylinder 17 disposed adjacent
the impression cylinder 15 has the same diameter as the
first and second impression cylinders 15 and 16. The
paper feed cylinder 17 has a gripper, not shown, for hold-
ing and transporting, with each intermittent rotation of the
feed cylinder 17, the forward end of each sheet of printing
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paper fed from the paper storage station 31. When the
printing paper is transferred from the feed cylinder 17 to
the first impression cylinder 15, the gripper of the first
impression cylinder 15 holds the forward end of the print-
ing paper which has been held by the gripper of the feed
cylinder 17.
[0021] The transfer cylinder 18 disposed between the
first impression cylinder 15 and second impression cyl-
inder 16 has the same diameter as the first and second
plate cylinders 11 and 12 and the first and second blanket
cylinders 13 and 14. The transfer cylinder 18 has a grip-
per, not shown, for holding and transporting the forward
end of the printing paper received from the first impres-
sion cylinder 15, and transferring the forward end of the
printing paper to the gripper of the second impression
cylinder 16.
[0022] The paper discharge cylinder 19 disposed ad-
jacent the second impression cylinder 16 has the same
diameter as the first and second plate cylinders 11 and
12 and the first and second blanket cylinders 13 and 14.
The discharge cylinder 19 has a pair of chains 23 wound
around opposite ends thereof. The chains 23 are inter-
connected by coupling members, not shown, having grip-
pers. When the second impression cylinder 16 transfers
the printing paper to the discharge cylinder 19, one of
the grippers on the discharge cylinder 17 holds the for-
ward end of the printing paper having been held by the
gripper of the second impression cylinder 16. With move-
ment of the chains 23, the printing paper is transported
to the paper discharge station 32 to be discharged ther-
eon.
[0023] The paper feed cylinder 17 has a gear attached
to an end thereof and connected to a gear 26 disposed
coaxially with a driven pulley 25. A belt 29 is wound
around and extends between the driven pulley 25 and a
drive pulley 28 rotatable by a drive motor 27. Thus, the
paper feed cylinder 17 is rotatable by drive of the motor
27. The first and second plate cylinders 11 and 12, first
and second blanket cylinders 13 and 14, first and second
impression cylinders 15 and 16, paper feed cylinder 17,
transfer cylinder 18 and paper discharge cylinder 19 are
coupled to one another by gears attached to ends thereof,
respectively. Thus, by the drive of motor 27, the paper
feed cylinder 17, first and second impression cylinders
15 and 16, paper discharge cylinder 19, first and second
blanket cylinders 13 and 14, first and second plate cyl-
inders 11 and 12 and transfer cylinder 18 are rotatable
synchronously with one another.
[0024] The first plate cylinder 11 is surrounded by an
ink feeder 20a for feeding an ink of black (K), for example,
to a plate, an ink feeder 20b for feeding an ink of cyan
(C), for example, to a plate, and dampening water feeders
21a and 21b for feeding dampening water to the plates.
The second plate cylinder 12 is surrounded by an ink
feeder 20c for feeding an ink of magenta (M), for example,
to a plate, an ink feeder 20d for feeding an ink of yellow
(Y), for example, to a plate, and dampening water feeders
21c and 21d for feeding dampening water to the plates.

[0025] Further, arranged around the first and second
plate cylinders 11 and 12 are a plate feeder 33 for feeding
plates to the peripheral surface of the first plate cylinder
11, a plate feeder 34 for feeding plates to the peripheral
surface of the second plate cylinder 12, an image record-
er 35 for recording images on the plates mounted periph-
erally of the first plate cylinder 11, and an image recorder
36 for recording images on the plates mounted periph-
erally of the second plate cylinder 12.
[0026] Fig. 2 is a schematic side view showing a prin-
cipal portion of the ink feeder 20d among the above ink
feeders 20a, 20b, 20c and 20d (which may be referred
to collectively as "ink feeder 20"). Fig. 3 is a plan view
thereof. Ink 50 is omitted from Fig. 3.
[0027] The ink feeder 20d includes an ink fountain roll-
er 51 having an axis thereof extending in a direction of
width of prints (i.e. perpendicular to a printing direction
of the printing machine), a plurality of ink carrier rollers
52 (only one being shown in Fig. 2), an ink transfer roller
53 that vibrates between the ink fountain roller 51 and a
foremost one of the ink carrier rollers 52, and ink appli-
cator rollers 59 described hereinafter. The ink feeder 20d
further includes ink keys 54 (1), 54 (2) ... 54 (L) (which
may be referred to collectively as "ink keys 54") arranged
in the direction of width of the prints. The ink fountain
roller 51 and ink keys 54 define an ink well for storing ink
50.
[0028] In this specification, the ink fountain roller 51,
ink carrier rollers 52, ink transfer roller 53 and ink appli-
cator rollers 59 are referred to collectively as "ink rollers".
[0029] Eccentric cams 55, L in number, are arranged
under the respective ink keys 54 for pressing the ink keys
54 toward the surface of ink fountain roller 51 to vary the
opening degree of each ink key 54 with respect to the
ink fountain roller 51. The eccentric cams 55 are con-
nected through shafts 56 to pulse motors 57, L in number,
for rotating the eccentric cams 55, respectively.
[0030] Each pulse motor 57, in response to an ink key
drive pulse applied thereto, rotates the eccentric cam 55
about the shaft 56 to vary a pressure applied to the ink
key 54. The opening degree of the ink key 54 with respect
to the ink fountain roller 51 is thereby varied to vary the
rate of ink fed to the printing plate.
[0031] The other ink feeders 20a, 20b and 20c have
the same construction as this ink feeder 20d.
[0032] Fig. 4 is a schematic side view showing the
dampening water feeder 21d among the above dampen-
ing water feeders 21a, 21b, 21c and 21d (which may be
referred to collectively as "dampening water feeder 21").
[0033] The dampening water feeder 21d includes a
water source having a water vessel 74 for storing damp-
ening water and a water fountain roller 75 rotatable by a
motor 78, a metering roller 76, an intermediate roller 77,
a water applicator roller 87 for transferring the dampening
water fed from the water vessel 74 via the fountain roller
75, metering roller 76 and intermediate roller 77 to the
surface of one of the plates mounted peripherally of the
second plate cylinder 12, and a bridge roller 88 acting as
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a rider roller for leveling the dampening water on the wa-
ter applicator roller 87, and capable of bridging the ink
applicator rollers 59 described hereinafter and the water
applicator roller 87. This dampening water feeder 21d is
capable of adjusting the feed rate of dampening water to
the surface of the plate by varying the rotating rate of
fountain roller 75. Further, this dampening water feeder
21d is capable of moving the water applicator roller 87
into and out of contact with the intermediate roller 77,
moving the water applicator roller 87 into and out of con-
tact with the printing plate, and moving the bridge roller
88, while contacting the water applicator roller 87, into
and out of contact with one of the ink applicator rollers
59. (These operations will be described hereinafter with
reference to Figs. 5 through 7.)
[0034] In this specification, the fountain roller 75, me-
tering roller 76, intermediate roller 77, water applicator
roller 87 and bridge roller 88 are referred to collectively
as "dampening water rollers".
[0035] Figs. 5 through 7 are perspective views showing
a roller drive mechanism of the dampening water feeder
21d described above. These figures are perspective
views of one end of each roller seen from different angles.
The other end of each roller has the same construction.
[0036] Referring to Figs. 4 through 7, an offset mech-
anism 101 is disposed at the end of the water applicator
roller 87. An air cylinder 102 (Fig. 5) is connected to the
offset mechanism 101. The applicator roller 87 is driven
by the air cylinder 102 to move between a position for
contacting the intermediate roller 77 and a position sep-
arated from the intermediate roller 77.
[0037] The water applicator roller 87 is supported by
a support plate 103 rockable about the axis of interme-
diate roller 77. The support plate 103 has a cam follower
104 (Fig. 6) which can contact a cam disposed laterally
of the second plate cylinder 12. With rotation of the sec-
ond plate cylinder 12, the cam follower 104 contacts the
cam disposed laterally of the second plate cylinder 12,
whereby the water applicator roller 87 is movable be-
tween a position for contacting both the intermediate roll-
er 77 and the printing plate mounted on the second plate
cylinder 12, and a position in contact with the intermediate
roller 77 but separated from the second plate cylinder 12.
[0038] A lock mechanism is provided for fixing the wa-
ter applicator roller 87 to the position in contact with the
intermediate roller 77 but separated from the second
plate cylinder 12. That is, an air cylinder 105 is disposed
laterally of the water applicator roller 87, and the air cyl-
inder 105 has a cylinder rod 108 with a rocking arm 106
connected to a forward end thereof. As shown in Figs. 5
and 6, when the cylinder rod 108 of air cylinder 105 is
extended, the rocking arm 106 contacts a cam follower
107 connected to the cam follower 104 through an arm
109. In this state, rocking of the arm 109 is restricted,
and the water applicator roller 87 is fixed to the position
in contact with the intermediate roller 77 but separated
from the second plate cylinder 12.
[0039] When the cylinder rod 108 of air cylinder 105 is

retracted, on the other hand, the rocking arm 106 moves
away from the cam follower 107 connected to the cam
follower 104 through the arm 109. In this state, the arm
109 is freely rockable. With rotation of the second plate
cylinder 12, the cam follower 104 contacts the cam dis-
posed laterally of the second plate cylinder 12. Thus, as
described above, the water applicator roller 87 moves
between the position for contacting both the intermediate
roller 77 and the printing plate mounted on the second
plate cylinder 12, and the position in contact with the in-
termediate roller 77 but separated from the second plate
cylinder 12.
[0040] The bridge roller 88 is supported by a rocking
arm 111 shown in Fig. 7. The rocking arm 111 is rockable
about the axis of water applicator roller 87. The rocking
arm 111 is connected to a cylinder rod 113 of an air cyl-
inder 112. When the cylinder rod 113 of air cylinder 112
is extended, the bridge roller 88 is placed in a position
for contacting one of the ink applicator rollers 59 de-
scribed hereinafter, and supplying dampening water on
the water applicator roller 87 to the ink feeder 20d. When
the cylinder rod 113 of air cylinder 112 is retracted, the
bridge roller 88 moves to a position separated from the
ink applicator roller 59.
[0041] The three other dampening water feeders 21a,
21b and 21c have compositions similar to this dampening
water feeder 21d. The dampening water feeders 21a and
21c have no metering roller 76. This is because the damp-
ening water feeders 21a and 21c are arranged below the
rotary shafts of plate cylinders 11 and 12, and dampening
water can be transmitted only with the three rollers. Al-
though the dampening water feeders 21a-21d include
three or four dampening water rollers according to their
locations, the basic construction and operation are the
same.
[0042] Fig. 8 is a block diagram showing a principal
electrical structure of the printing machine. This printing
machine includes a control unit 80 having a ROM 81 for
storing operating programs necessary for controlling the
machine, a RAM 82 for temporarily storing data and the
like during a control operation, and a CPU 83 for per-
forming logic operations. The control unit 80 has a driving
circuit 85 connected thereto through an interface 84, for
generating driving signals for driving the ink feeders 20,
dampening water feeders 21, image recorders 35 and
36 and so on. The motor 57 of each ink feeder 20 and
the motor 78 of each dampening water feeder 21 de-
scribed hereinbefore are connected to the driving circuit
85. The control unit 80 is connected also to the image
pickup station 60 and the input unit 79 through the inter-
face 84. Further, the control unit 80 is connected to an
image data source 86 storing image data for use in plate-
making and printing. The printing machine, under control
of this control unit 80 performs a prepress operation and
a printing operation including ink and dampening water
feeding to be described hereinafter.
[0043] The control unit 80 determines, based on the
data received from the image data source 86, whether
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non-image areas can be removed, with ink, from the print-
ing plates set to the printing machine. When non-image
areas are found removable in this way, the control unit
80 sets the larger opening degree to the ink keys 54 for
the smaller image percentage of the images recorded on
the printing plates. When non-image areas are found ir-
removable with ink, the control unit 80 sets the larger
opening degree to the ink keys 54 for the larger image
percentage of the images recorded on the printing plates.
Thus, the control unit 80 acts as the ink key opening
degree setting device according to this invention. Further,
while dampening water is fed to the printing plates by the
dampening water feeders 21 before a printing operation,
the control unit 80 executes a pre-inking operation for
feeding ink to the printing plates based on a predeter-
mined quantity of ink. Thus, the control unit 80 acts as
the pre-inking operation executing device according to
this invention.
[0044] In the printing machine having the above con-
struction, a printing plate stock drawn from a supply cas-
sette 41 of the plate feeder 33 is cut to a predetermined
size by a cutter 42. The forward end of each plate in cut
sheet form is guided by guide rollers and guide members,
not shown, and is clamped by clamps of the first plate
cylinder 11. Then, the first plate cylinder 11 is driven by
a motor, not shown, to rotate at low speed, whereby the
plate is wrapped around the peripheral surface of the first
plate cylinder 11. The rear end of the plate is clamped
by other clamps of the first plate cylinder 11. While, in
this state, the first plate cylinder 11 is rotated at high
speed, the image recorder 35 irradiates the surface of
the plate mounted peripherally of the first plate cylinder
11 with a modulated laser beam for recording an image
thereon.
[0045] Similarly, a printing plate stock drawn from a
supply cassette 43 of the plate feeder 34 is cut to the
predetermined size by a cutter 44. The forward end of
each plate in cut sheet form is guided by guide rollers
and guide members, not shown, and is clamped by
clamps of the second plate cylinder 12. Then, the second
plate cylinder 12 is driven by a motor, not shown, to rotate
at low speed, whereby the plate is wrapped around the
peripheral surface of the second plate cylinder 12. The
rear end of the plate is clamped by other clamps of the
second plate cylinder 12. While, in this state, the second
plate cylinder 12 is rotated at high speed, the image re-
corder 36 irradiates the surface of the plate mounted pe-
ripherally of the second plate cylinder 12 with a modulat-
ed laser beam for recording an image thereon.
[0046] The first plate cylinder 11 has, mounted periph-
erally thereof, a plate for printing in black ink and a plate
for printing in cyan ink. The two plates are arranged in
evenly separated positions (i.e. in positions separated
from each other by 180 degrees). The image recorder
35 records images on these plates. Similarly, the second
plate cylinder 12 has, mounted peripherally thereof, a
plate for printing in magenta ink and a plate for printing
in yellow ink. The two plates also are arranged in evenly

separated positions, and the image recorder 36 records
images on these plates.
[0047] After the images are recorded, the plates are
developed to complete the prepress process. This print-
ing machine employs a developing method for removing
non-image areas with the inks after placing the dampen-
ing water feed rollers in contact with the printing plates
to soften the non-image areas with dampening water.
This developing process will be described in detail here-
inafter.
[0048] The prepress process is followed by a printing
process for printing the printing paper with the plates
mounted on the first and second plate cylinders 11 and
12. This printing process is carried out as follows.
[0049] First, each dampening water feeder 21 and
each ink feeder 20 are placed in contact with only a cor-
responding one of the plates mounted on the first and
second plate cylinders 11 and 12. Consequently, damp-
ening water and inks are fed to the plates from the cor-
responding water feeders 21 and ink feeders 20, respec-
tively. These inks are transferred from the plates to the
corresponding regions of the first and second blanket
cylinders 13 and 14, respectively.
[0050] Then, the printing paper is fed to the paper feed
cylinder 17. The printing paper is subsequently passed
from the paper feed cylinder 17 to the first impression
cylinder 15. The impression cylinder 15 having received
the printing paper continues to rotate. Since the first im-
pression cylinder 15 has half the diameter of the first plate
cylinder 11 and the first blanket cylinder 13, the black ink
is transferred to the printing paper wrapped around the
first impression cylinder 15 in its first rotation, and the
cyan ink in its second rotation.
[0051] After the first impression cylinder 15 makes two
rotations, the printing paper is passed from the first im-
pression cylinder 15 to the second impression cylinder
16 through the transfer cylinder 18. The second impres-
sion cylinder 16 having received the printing paper con-
tinues to rotate. Since the second impression cylinder 16
has half the diameter of the second plate cylinder 12 and
the second blanket cylinder 14, the magenta ink is trans-
ferred to the printing paper wrapped around the second
impression cylinder 16 in its first rotation, and the yellow
ink in its second rotation.
[0052] The forward end of the printing paper printed in
the four colors in this way is passed from the second
impression cylinder 16 to the paper discharge cylinder
19. The printing paper is transported by the pair of chains
23 toward the paper discharge station 32 to be dis-
charged thereon.
[0053] After the printing process, the plates used for
printing is discharged. The first and second blanket cyl-
inders 13 and 14 are cleaned by a blanket cylinder clean-
ing device, not shown, to complete the printing process.
[0054] Next, the developing method which character-
izes this invention will be described. A procedure of per-
forming the developing method according to this inven-
tion will be described first. Fig. 9 is a flow chart showing
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a procedure of performing the developing method ac-
cording to this invention as a pre-inking process before
a printing operation.
[0055] This printing machine first records images in
the prepress process as described above (step S1). This
image recording is carried out by the image recorders 35
and 36 noted hereinbefore. When the plates having the
images recorded thereon are chemicalless printing
plates (step S2), the developing method according to this
invention is carried out (step S3) and then printing is car-
ried out (step S4). When the plates having the image
recorded thereon are not chemicalless printing plates,
but ordinary printing plates (what are called PS plates or
the like) or printing plates not needing development (e.g.
ablation type printing plates) (step S2), an ordinary pre-
inking suited for the plates is carried out, and then printing
is performed (step S4). In an ordinary pre-inking process,
the larger ink key opening degree is set for the larger
image percentage (conventional setting of ink key open-
ing) before a printing process, i.e. before feeding printing
paper, and in the state the inks are supplied to the ink
rollers to ink the surfaces of the plates beforehand.
[0056] As a method of determining in step S2 whether
the printing plates are chemicalless or not, the operator
inputs the type of printing plates to be used as data to
the control unit 80 beforehand. In this case, the control
unit 80 acts as a determining device for determining the
type of printing plates set to the printing machine from
the data inputted through an input unit 79. However, in-
stead of inputting the data, the type of printing plates may
be determined by detecting the type of supply cassettes
41 and 43 storing the printing plate stocks.
[0057] Next, the developing method according to this
invention will be described. Fig. 10 is a flow chart showing
the developing method according to this invention. Figs.
11 through 14 are schematic views showing a developing
operation according to this invention. In Figs. 11 through
14, the developing operation uses the ink feeder 20d and
dampening water feeder 21d. Developing operations us-
ing the other ink feeders 20a, 20b and 20c and dampen-
ing water feeders 21a, 21b and 21c are the same.
[0058] When performing a developing process accord-
ing to this invention, an ink key opening degree setting
step is executed first for setting opening degrees of the
ink keys 54 in each ink feeder 20 (step S31). At this time,
the larger opening degree is set to each ink key 54 in
each ink feeder 20 for the smaller image percentage in
the region of the printing plate corresponding to that ink
key.
[0059] Figs. 15 and 16 are graphs showing a relation-
ship between image percentage and opening degree of
each ink key. Fig. 15A shows the case of cyan ink, Fig.
15B magenta ink, Fig. 16A yellow ink, and Fig. 16B black
ink.
[0060] In these figures, the horizontal axis represents
the image percentages (%), and the vertical axis the
opening degrees (%) of ink keys 54. As shown in these
figures, the larger opening degree is set to each ink key

54 for the smaller image percentage. The relationship
between image percentage and opening degree of ink
keys 54 is different for each color ink because each color
ink is different in composition, tack value, water content
and so on. Thus, these graphs differ from ink to ink. To
obtain these data, development is carried out experimen-
tally while gradually changing ink key opening degrees,
for example. After a predetermined developing opera-
tion, the operator visually checks non-image areas that
remain, thereby to determine required ink key opening
degrees. Such data are stored beforehand in the RAM
82 of the control unit 80 shown in Fig. 8, for the different
inks to be used.
[0061] The larger opening degree is set to each ink
key 54 for the smaller image percentage for the following
reason. In time of printing, the larger opening degree is
set to each ink key 54 for the region of the larger image
percentage. Conventionally, in time of development, the
opening degree of each ink key is the same as in time of
printing, or development is carried out with the same
opening degree for all ink keys. However, in time of de-
velopment, non-image areas are removed as eluted or
mixed with ink, and the larger non-image area requires
the larger quantity of ink to be used for removal. It is
therefore necessary to set the larger opening degree to
each ink key 54 for the larger non-image area. To put
this conversely, the larger opening degree is set to ink
key 54 for the smaller image percentage.
[0062] That is, a predetermined quantity of ink is sup-
plied according to an image percentage, to each of the
regions, L in number, corresponding to the ink keys 54,
L in number, of each ink feeder 20.
[0063] Next, a preliminary ink supplying step is exe-
cuted for supplying the inks to the ink rollers (step S32).
In this state, as shown in Fig. 11, each ink applicator roller
59 is placed in a position separated from the printing plate
on the first plate cylinder 11 or second plate cylinder 12.
Then, the ink transfer roller 53 performs an ink fetching
operation to reciprocate between the ink source roller 51
and ink carrier rollers 52. As a result, the ink is supplied
to the ink rollers as a preliminary step. Based on the ink
key opening degrees set in step S31, the ink is supplied
at this time in the larger quantity to the region of the small-
er image percentage.
[0064] Next, at step S33, an ink transfer step is exe-
cuted for transferring the ink from the ink rollers to the
dampening water rollers. Specifically, as shown in Fig.
12, the bridge roller 88 of the dampening water feeder
21 is moved to the position for contacting one ink appli-
cator roller 59 of the ink feeder, and is rotated a prede-
termined number of times. Dampening water has been
supplied to the water applicator roller 87 in advance. In
this step S33, the water applicator roller 87 is separated
from the intermediate roller 77, and no new dampening
water is supplied to the water applicator roller 87.
[0065] When the water applicator roller 87 and ink ap-
plicator roller 59 are connected through the bridge roller
88 in this way, the ink is transferred from the ink applicator
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roller 59 to the water applicator roller 87. Consequently,
emulsified ink mixed with dampening water is present on
the water applicator roller 87. In this state, the ink transfer
roller 53 is suspended from a new ink fetching operation.
As a result of the above operation, the ink rollers and
water applicator roller 87 will have an ink profile with the
larger ink film thickness formed for the region of the small-
er image percentage.
[0066] Next, a dampening water feeding step is exe-
cuted for causing the dampening water rollers to feed
dampening water to the printing plate (step S34). Spe-
cifically, as shown in Fig. 13, with the water fountain roller
75, metering roller 76, intermediate roller 77, water ap-
plicator roller 87 and bridge roller 88 placed in contact
with each other, the water applicator roller 87 is moved
into contact with the surface of the printing plate mounted
on the first or second plate cylinder 11 or 12 to supply
the dampening water on the dampening water rollers to
the printing plate.
[0067] This dampening water feeding step includes a
first dampening water feeding step for feeding a larger
quantity of dampening water than an ordinary quantity of
dampening water, and a second dampening water feed-
ing step for feeding a smaller quantity of dampening water
than the first dampening water feeding step.
[0068] That is, the water fountain roller 75 is first rotat-
ed at about twice a usual speed of rotation by the motor
78 shown in Fig. 4, to feed a large quantity of dampening
water to the dampening water rollers, and on to the print-
ing plate. Subsequently, the water fountain roller 75 is
rotated at the usual speed to feed dampening water in a
quantity similar to the proper quantity in time of printing,
to the printing plate through the dampening water rollers.
As a result, the ink supplied to the water applicator roller
87 in the previous ink transfer step and now super-emul-
sified, and a large quantity of dampening water, are ef-
fectively supplied to the printing plate not supplied with
dampening water yet.
[0069] It has been found through experiment conduct-
ed by Applicant that a large quantity of dampening water
produces a desirable effect in an initial state of develop-
ment, and that excellent developing efficiency is realized
particularly by use of emulsified ink formed by mixture of
dampening water and ink. In this dampening water feed-
ing step, the dampening water supplied in a large quantity
softens the surface of the printing plate to be removable
with ease. The super- emulsified ink adhering to the water
applicator roller 87 starts removing non-image areas.
[0070] The reason that the dampening water supplied
as mixed with ink in the early stage of development gives
excellent results of development is probably because the
surfaces of non-image areas have lipophilic properties
also.
[0071] Then, in parallel with the above dampening wa-
ter feeding, an ink feeding step is executed for feeding
ink to the printing plate with the ink rollers (step S35).
Specifically, as shown in Fig. 14, each ink applicator roller
59 is placed in contact with the printing plate mounted

peripherally of the first or second plate cylinder 11 or 12
to supply ink to the plate surface. As a result, regions to
form non-image areas on the printing plate are removed
from the plate surface with the ink, and are partly trans-
ferred back to the ink rollers. The ink transfer roller 53 is
suspended from the ink fetching operation at this time.
[0072] Subsequently, a transfer step is executed for
transferring the ink from the printing plate to printing pa-
per (step S36). Specifically, as shown in Fig. 14, the sec-
ond plate cylinder 12, second blanket cylinder 14 and
second impression cylinder 16 are moved into contact
with one another. Similarly, the first plate cylinder 11, first
blanket cylinder 13 and first impression cylinder 15 are
moved into contact. Printing paper to be wasted is fed
from the paper storage station 31, and unwanted ink used
in removing the non-image areas from the printing plate
is transferred to the printing paper. This completes the
development of the printing plate.
[0073] After the development of the printing plate is
completed, the opening degrees of the ink keys 54 in
each ink feeder 20 are changed to the usual state where
the larger opening degree is set to the ink key for the
region of the larger image percentage, to be ready for
the printing process that follows. The opening degrees
of the ink keys may be returned to the usual state before
step S35 or step S36. That is, the opening degrees of
the ink keys may be returned to the usual state after the
ink profile for developments is once formed in step S32.
[0074] In the embodiment described above, this inven-
tion is applied to the printing machine that performs a
printing operation after recording images on printing
plates. This invention may be applied to a printing ma-
chine that performs a printing operation only.
[0075] In the embodiment described above, as shown
in Fig. 9, the invention is applied to the printing machine
that uses both usual printing plates and chemicalless
printing plates. This invention may be applied to a printing
machine that uses only chemicalless printing plates.
[0076] This invention may be embodied in other spe-
cific forms without departing from the spirit or essential
attributes thereof and, accordingly, reference should be
made to the appended claims, rather than to the forego-
ing specification, as indicating the scope of the invention.

Claims

1. A printing plate developing method for removing non-
image areas from a printing plate having an image
recorded thereon, by using a printing machine hav-
ing an image recorder for recording the image on the
printing plate, ink rollers for feeding ink to a surface
of the printing plate, and dampening water rollers for
feeding dampening water to the surface of the print-
ing plate, said developing method comprising:

an image recording step for recording the image
on the printing plate with said image recorder;
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an ink key opening degree setting step for set-
ting opening degrees of ink keys for feeding the
ink to said ink rollers, such that the larger open-
ing degree is set for the smaller image percent-
age in regions, corresponding to the respective
ink keys, on the printing plate having the image
recorded thereon;
a preliminary ink feeding step for feeding the ink
to said ink rollers;
an ink transfer step for transferring the ink from
said ink rollers to said dampening water rollers;
a dampening water feeding step for feeding the
dampening water to the printing plate with said
dampening water rollers to render the non-im-
age areas on the printing plate easily removable;
an ink feeding step for feeding the ink to the print-
ing plate with said ink rollers based on the ink
key opening degrees set in said ink key opening
degree setting step, to remove the non-image
areas; and
a transfer step for transferring the ink used to
remove the non-image areas, from the printing
plate to printing paper.

2. A printing plate developing method as defined in
claim 1, wherein said preliminary ink feeding step is
executed to feed the ink to said ink rollers, with the
opening degrees of the ink keys set in said ink key
opening degree setting step.

3. A printing plate developing method as defined in
claim 1, wherein said dampening water feeding step
includes a first dampening water feeding step for
feeding a larger quantity of dampening water than a
usual quantity of dampening water, and a second
dampening water feeding step for feeding a smaller
quantity of dampening water than said first dampen-
ing water feeding step.

4. A printing plate developing method for removing non-
image areas from a printing plate having an image
recorded thereon, by using a printing machine hav-
ing ink rollers for feeding ink to a surface of the print-
ing plate, and a dampening water feeding device for
feeding dampening water to the surface of the print-
ing plate, said developing method comprising:

an ink key opening degree setting step for set-
ting opening degrees of ink keys for feeding the
ink to said ink rollers, such that the larger open-
ing degree is set for the smaller image percent-
age in regions, corresponding to the respective
ink keys, on the printing plate having the image
recorded thereon;
a dampening water feeding step for feeding the
dampening water to the printing plate with said
dampening water feeding device to render the
non-image areas on the printing plate easily re-

movable;
an ink feeding step for feeding the ink to the print-
ing plate with said ink rollers based on the ink
key opening degrees set in said ink key opening
degree setting step, to remove the non-image
areas; and
a transfer step for transferring the ink used to
remove the non-image areas, from the printing
plate to printing paper.

5. A printing plate developing method as defined in
claim 4, further comprising, between said ink key
opening degree setting step and said dampening wa-
ter feeding step:

a preliminary ink feeding step for feeding the ink
to said ink rollers; and
an ink transfer step for transferring the ink from
said ink rollers to said dampening water feeding
device.

6. A printing plate developing method as defined in
claim 5, wherein said preliminary ink feeding step is
executed to feed the ink to said ink rollers, with the
opening degrees of the ink keys set in said ink key
opening degree setting step.

7. A printing plate developing method as defined in
claim 5, wherein said dampening water feeding step
includes a first dampening water feeding step for
feeding a larger quantity of dampening water than a
usual quantity of dampening water, and a second
dampening water feeding step for feeding a smaller
quantity of dampening water than said first dampen-
ing water feeding step.

8. A printing machine having an ink roller for feeding
ink to a surface of a printing plate, ink keys capable
of feeding desired quantities of ink to a plurality of
regions on said ink roller, and a dampening water
feeding device for feeding dampening water to the
surface of the printing plate, said printing machine
comprising:

an input device for inputting information indicat-
ing whether said printing plate is a first printing
plate that permits non-image areas to be re-
moved therefrom with the ink, or a second print-
ing plate that prohibits non-image areas from
being removed with the ink ;
an ink key opening degree setting device for set-
ting the larger opening degree of said ink keys
for the smaller image percentage of an image
recorded on the printing plate when the printing
plate set to the printing machine is said first print-
ing plate, and setting the larger opening degree
of said ink keys for the larger image percentage
of the image recorded on the printing plate when
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the printing plate set to the printing machine is
said second printing plate; and
a pre-inking operation executing device for ex-
ecuting a pre-inking operation for feeding the ink
to the printing plate based on an ink quantity set
by said ink key opening degree setting device,
while dampening water is fed to the printing plate
by the dampening water feeding device before
a printing operation.

9. A printing machine as defined in claim 8, wherein,
when the printing plate is said first printing plate, the
pre-inking operation is performed with opening de-
grees of said ink keys set such that the smaller the
image percentage of the image recorded on the print-
ing plate, the larger the opening degree is, and then
the pre-inking operation is continued with the open-
ing degrees of said ink keys changed such that the
larger the image percentage of the image recorded
on the printing plate, the larger the opening degree is.

10. A printing machine as defined in claim 9, wherein
said dampening water feeding device includes a wa-
ter applicator roller for feeding the dampening water
to the surface of the printing plate, and a bridge roller
bridging said water applicator roller and said ink roller
for forming an ink profile on said water applicator
roller before said pre-inking operation.
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